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editorial
Now We are Twenty!
The twentieth year of a
magazine is quite a milestone and
we are pleased we made it this far. At
the same time, our thoughts have
turned to how much farther we have
to go. For one thing, the more we
learn about the development of
expertise in any sport (or other
endeavor), the more important having quality coaching seems to be.
One of the problems we face is
that coaches are not even available in
many places. Because of this fact, I
started
a
coaching
blog
(https://archerycoach.wordpress.co
m) which now is getting over 150
“views” a day plus almost that many
visitors. As a consequence I am getting questions from all over the
English-speaking world from
archers and coaches. Recently I have
had inquiries from India, Africa,
Europe, Southeast Asia and, of
course, the U.S. and Canada. I am
glad to help these archers and coaches in need and will continue to do if
I have the time. This is but one
example of the substantial need for
information on the part of archers
and coaches.
My article this issue is about the
needs I perceive in our sport along
these lines (see “An Agenda for the
Future of Archery Coaching”). One
of those perceived needs is more
information about how to do remote
coaching because it doesn’t appear
that quality coaching is going to be
available within a short drive from
every archer’s home any time soon.

Another piece of the puzzle is to
hear more from archers, especially
beginners, and what they experience
getting into the sport. We have had
a couple of such articles this year, an
especially nice one from another
new member of the AF family of
authors, June Moore, is in this issue.
Also making this issue of
Archery Focus special is another contribution from Hugh Soar, Archery
Historian Extraordinaire. (How’s
that for alliteration?) We have an
article from Tom Dorigatti on the
Springy arrow rest, an article I have
been looking for for over a decade.

The Springy rest is one of those
pieces of equipment that we have
cast aside for “new, improved” models that is actually superior in many
ways to the gear that supplanted it.
This is due to all of us looking for a
little bit of an edge and thinking
something new “has got to be better”
but we don’t go to the bother to
check whether it is or not.
Simon Needham and I have
finally gotten to the next level in our
“Getting to ...” series and Bob Ryder
is wrapping up his mental game
approach for collegiate archers with

a look at goals.
Archery has had more than a bit
of DIY (do it yourself ) in its history
as Tom Dorigatti’s history series
reinforces, and that is not all entirely
in the past. William Moltzan has
written about modifying his release
aids to give more appropriate trigger
pull weights and he has a number of
other DIY archery projects he is
willing to share. In this issue he covers dressing up/revitalizing the popular bag target and he has more to
come. How about it, Archery
DIYers? Do you have similar things
to share? Contact me and share your
cool projects (and get a check from
us!).
And, as always, AF is trying to
get into your head . . . in a good way.
Markus Wagner adds to his contribution regarding how music can
help you control your shooting
rhythm and Colin Remmer shows
us how hypnosis can help us control
our minds while shooting.
And we get to introduce yet
another new author this month,
Sarah Toth, who offers an equipment review of a couple of bows that
can help those of you who are dealing with very young archers, as
coaches or archery parents/grandparents.
And we have so much stuffed
into this monster issue we held over
the AER articles (on basic tuning)
until January.
We hope you enjoy it!
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season, Tom can be found either at the archery
range or out on a road bicycle or trike.

Hugh D.H Soar is one of the world's leading
specialists in the history of traditional archery,
particularly the design and usage of the English longbow. He began a successful shooting
career over sixty years ago, gaining recognition as a Main Grade Coach. He is currently
Secretary to the Society of Archer Antiquaries
and the author of a number of important books
on traditional archery. They include: 'The
Crooked Stick – a History of the Longbow'.
'Secrets of the English War Bow' with Mark
Stretton and Joseph Gibbs. 'The Romance of
Archery - a Social History of the Longbow'.
'Straight and True - a Select history of the
Arrow' 'Shooting the Longbow', and in course
of preparation. 'The Young Archer'.
Hugh is a Member of the 'British Long
Bow Society', the 'Royal Toxophilite Society',
and the 'Mary Rose Society'. He is a Freeman
of two London Livery Companies, - The Worshipful Company of Fletchers, and the Worshipful Company of Bowyers.

Sarah Toth is a happily married, homeschooling mother of two. She has been an archer since
1993, with some “off” years during college and
when her kids were younger. She holds her priorities as “God first, family second, career
third,” and loves all three. She began offering
archery lessons to non-family this past summer,
and received an enthusiastic response from the
community. She wants to make archery accessible to anyone who wants to try it, and pass
on the fun, the legacy, and her love for the
sport.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland now resides in England. Simon has
represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. Then he followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being
a committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level III
Coach, a past U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and National Champion, past member of
the U.S. Archery Team, National Judge,
Tournament Director for over 25 National
Archery Championships, including National
Indoor, Target, and Field Championships,
past Vice-President and member of the NAA
Board of Governors, past Chairman and
Executive Committee Member of the College
Division of the NAA (USCA) and member of
the James Madison University Athletic Hall
of Fame. He is currently a Coach of the James
Madison University Archery Team which has
produced 42 All-Americans, 16 National
Champions, 23 National Team Titles and 14
World Champions during his tenure.

June Moore is a beginning archer living in
beautiful upstate NY. She has been shooting
recurve and compound for just under a year.

Colin Remmer DHP MHS is a Professional Hypnotherapist living in Antibes in the
south of France with Gail his wife and Muffin, his dog.
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Markus Wagner started archery 40 years ago
when he was 7 years old. He says “Archery is
my sport which I never really stopped. Even
when I had some longer breaks I always came
back to archery. In 1989 my father, some
handicapped people and I founded an archery
club which was meant for handicapped and
not-handicapped people. I started to coach
beginners and ambitious archers. During the
latter years I am combining my passions for
archery and psychology.

William Moltzan started archery 1971.
First bow 40# recurve Scorpion by Blackhawk. Bought with my paper route money.
Hunted for deer 1978-1982 with Bear Magnum 70# compound. Olympic Recurve 20052011. 2011-current target compound, Hoyt
Contender. Build Arrows since 1980, strings,
recurve & compound since 2005. Build other
archery-related items on my lathe & mill.
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The Springy
Arrow Rest
. . . or is it “Springie”?
by Tom Dorigatti
It has been a couple of issues since I wrote
about some archery history from the later 1960’s and
into the mid 1970’s. This article is an excerpt from my
“Autobowography” that I have been working on for
quite some time. I’m not going to give you the whole
shebang in this article, but rather I’ll give you a taste
of what is to come in the book once it has been completed.
It is at the request of the Editor that I write this
article about the “Springy” (or is it “Springie”?) arrow
rest. He asked me to do this because I had a lot of
experience setting up and shooting with this particular arrow rest for many, many years. In fact, I was
using a Springy arrow rest when I shot all of my lifetime personal best scores, indoors and out. Of course,
just like everyone else, I dabbled with many other
arrow rests, but I always seemed to migrate back to
the faithful, reliable Springy arrow rest. This being
said, from around 1982 until 2003, I was shooting a
BPE “Springie” arrow rest almost exclusively. I
migrated away twice for a short time, once to the
Golden Premier with the “fishing loop” blade, and
once to the new Barner ST-111 Inertia arrow rest. In
both cases, I couldn’t begin to match my scores with
either arrow rest, so went back to the Springie. That
is yet another set of stories beyond the scope of this
article.
The Beginnings of the
Original “Springy” Arrow Rest
According to my friend and fellow archer, Pat Norris,
the Springy arrow rest was originally developed
around 1968 by Bill Dahl (now deceased). The first
Springy arrow rest was made from a carburetor
spring. Bill Dahl was doing so well with this arrow
6

rest that he and Pat got together with a friend of Pat’s
who had the tools for making springs. They were then
manufacturing them and they were selling like hotcakes at $2 apiece ($2 in 1968 dollars is equivalent to
$13.88 in 2016 dollars). Pat Norris was given the
rights and then Pat got the patent for the Springy rest
back in 1974.

Pat Norris

So Is It “Springy” or Is It “Springie”?
Actually, it turns out that it all depends on one thing
as to how to refer to yours if you have one. The real
Springy rests were made with a curved arm, and are
still being made that way. If your coil type arrow rest
doesn’t have the curve in it for the arm, then it is not
a “Springy” arrow rest, it is a “Springie” arrow rest.
Thus, both “Springy” and “Springie” apply, and it
depends upon how you want to call it. You pronounce
it the same way, it sounds the same, and it simply is
spelled differently! Few knew that there is indeed a
distinct difference between (or is it among?) them.
(That makes them “homophones” for you English
majors.)
Archery Focus

For quite some time, a few bow manufacturers, especially PSE were using Pat’s original “Springy” arrow
rests on their bows. PSE did eventually start making
or had someone making the “Springie” arrow rests.
Those arrow rests had straight arms on them. Other
companies started making their variety of “Springie”
arrow rests. Some had straight and longer arms. Still
others had a straight arm with a slight bend downwards at the very tip of the arm.
How about the Number of Coils?
While the “Springy” arrow rests have 3½ to 4 “coils”,
I remember some Springie arrow rest makers that had
choices of 3, 4, or 5 coils and at different spring ratings of, 10, 15, 20, 25 ounces. With the advent of the
heavier and fatter arrows of 24⁄64˝ diameter or larger,
then the 30 ounce Springy came about. Like anything
else in archery, of course, there were also individuals
who made their own with spring winding tools and
even a few who were selling spring rests.
Unfortunately, I cannot find any “five coil” Springie
rests in my collection to show you.
What are They Made Of?
During my phone conversation with Pat Norris, I
asked him if they were made out of piano wire or not.
They are indeed made out of piano wire. In addition
to this, however, the wire is put through a special heat
treating process that made them stronger and more
flexible in a 360 degree rotation. The ability for this
movement helps to absorb just about all the archer
induced conflicts, including torque! This makes the
Springy arrow rest a dream to shoot, especially for a
finger shooter. But alas, you don’t see many of them
on ranges anymore; and definitely not in the numbers
that you saw on ranges and in competitions during
the 1970’s through the 1990’s.
How Did the “Ounces” Ratings
of Springys Come About?
The musician in me naturally thought that they used
a certain “key” wire size (or gauge of wire) for each
Springy sizing. Well, that isn’t the case or at least it
wasn’t an automatic thing that a certain “key wire
size” created all Springy rests equal. Anyone at all
familiar with coil type arrow rests knows that there
are different ounce ratings for them. Which ounce
rating you need is based upon several factors such as
the arrow weight, tip weight, how close you are in
correct spine, and how much you torque or don’t
torque your bow or induce odd things into your shot
Archery Focus

process. We know that they come in 10 ounce, 15
ounce, 20 ounce, 25 ounce, and much later on (later
1990’s), 30 ounce springs.
The first ones made were set to match what Bill
Dahl was having so much success shooting with both
with fingers on the string and recurve and compound
with release aid. It so happens that Pat Norris and
most of those locally were having the same success
with that particular “ounce” rated Springy that Bill
had initially made. They used a tension meter or pressure sensitive gauge to determine how many ounces of
force it took to compress the spring. The originals
were a “15 ounce” Springy, meaning that it took 15
ounces of force to compress the spring. It was discovered that people shooting lighter arrows and lower
poundage bows couldn’t get good groups with the 15
ounce so Pat and Bill tinkered and found the right
wire to make 10 ounce Springys, 20 ounce Springys,
and 25 ounce Springys.
So, now we know how the original “Springy” rests
came about, what they are made of, and how to tell
the difference between a real “Springy” arrow rest and
a “Springie” arrow rest.
Factoid #1 You may know that Terry Ragsdale
shot PSE bows for many years. You may also know he
shot perfect 1200 scores on the Vegas multi-color target face at both Vegas and at Cobo Hall 6 weeks
apart, with two completely different PSE Bows. All
the while, I thought he accomplished this with
“Springy” rests on those bows. That is not the case. I
spoke with Terry and he verified to me that for Vegas
and Cobo Hall where he shot the perfect 1200 scores,
he was using a “Killian Vane Rest” (see photos next
page). Note that the price of the complete unit in
1972 was $10.50. In 2016 dollars, that is equivalent to
$60.65 for that complete arrow rest system. Of
course, you cannot use the original Killian Adjustable
rest holder today; you would have to find a Pat Norris
Mount or as others have done, make your own tune
bolt. Once you have your center-shot correct, you’d
likely not move it again.
So just what is a photo of a Killian Vane rest
doing in an article about the Springy/Springie arrow
rest? Well, it is about how it gets onto the bow and
how the center shot gets adjusted without having to
change the angle of the arm back to where it was. In
other words, it was an upgrade to the mounting system!
Factoid #2 Terry Ragsdale was the first person to
ever shoot a perfect 560 field round score at an NFAA
Continued on Next Page
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bows in the mid 1960’s. Pat Norris’ original mounting
system required a threaded bushing that had to be put
into the bow before you could thread in his mounting
system. Keep reading, I’ll provide the information on
how to get “Springy” rests.
Once that was accomplished then you could use
Berger Buttons, or copy-cats of them called “cushion
plungers), along with of course mounting other
adjustable arrow rests.

Killian Vane Rest

Outdoor Championship Tournament. He accomplished this in 1995 at Wausau, Wisconsin the same
day as 11-year old Cub Jesse Broadwater accomplished a perfect 560 in the Cub division. Which
arrow rest Terry Ragsdale was shooting? A “Springy”
arrow rest attached to his PSE bow. Yes, I said he did
this with a Springy arrow rest, not a launcher blade.

Original Springy from Golden-Key

Once Pat Norris (and others) incorporated the
micro-tune arrow rest mounts, the problem of having
to reset the angle of the arm after every adjustment
went away. You simply loosened a set screw, tuned
your center shot, and re-tightened that set screw (see
photo of press fit micro-adjust). When bows started
being cut well past center, then obviously the length
of the micro-tune unit had to be increased, which Pat
Norris accommodated; twice (see photos below).

Terry Ragsdale and Jesse Broadwater, first ever 560s at NFAA
Nationals, 1995

Mounting the Springy (Springie) to a Bow
What was nice about that Killian Vane Rest is that it
could use the same mounting screw that was used to
attach a Springy (or Springie) Arrow rest onto the
bow. By the time Terry had accomplished this Pat
Norris and also PSE had adapted the arrow rest
mounts to incorporate a micro-adjust system. All you
then had to do was loosen a set screw and move your
centershot in or out and then retighten the set screw.
In the 1970’s bows weren’t cut past center as far as
they are now. Earl Hoyt had press fit units that
allowed adjustment of the Hoyt arrow rests on his
8

(Clockwise from Upper Left) Micro-Adjustable Springy (Long
Throat—from Pat Norris’ web site); Press Fit Micro Adjust for
arrow rests circa 1968; Brass Micro Adjustable Spingy (Long
Throat); and Stainless Steel Micro Adjustable Springy (Long
Throat)
Archery Focus

Unfortunately, however, Pat has sold out all the longer
throw micro-tune units. So those of us who to have
them are fortunate, should we want to put a Springy
arrow rest onto our bows again.
Golden Key-Futura Even Got In On the act!
Freddie Troncoso is well known for inventing the
launcher blade style arrow rest along with many other
products too numerous to mention. (There will be an
entire section in my “Autobowography” dedicated to
Freddie Troncoso and Golden Key, Golden KeyFutura). Freddie even adapted the Golden Premier
Arrow rest to accommodate a “Springy” arrow rest! If
you had the “fishing pole” or wire loop launcher holder, you simply removed that set screw, pulled out the
wire loop, and replaced the set screw with a cham-

fered set screw to secure your Springy arrow rest. It
was even “tension adjustable”. Had I used it, I would
have locked it down. This gave you vertical adjustment as well as horizontal adjustment and in addition
the ability to move the arrow rest back and forth as
well to act as an overdraw (or what we call today,
“torque tuning”)!
Golden Key (and maybe others) even came out
with a vertical “Springie” rest called the “V-coil” arrow
rest in 1993. I never saw many of them used, but they
were available.

A V-Coil arrow rest from Golden Key

The “Springie” Arrow Rests and Off-shoots
Once the ball got rolling on the knock-off coil arrow
rests, there was money to be made by other makers.
The big problem was with replicating or even bothering to perform the hardening process and also with
getting that curve just right. So, those makers made it
simple. They made the “Springie” arrow rest (obviously to avoid patent infringements). They simply
used a homophone and got on with business. BPE is
Golden Key Springmaster Combo Arrow rest (1993)

Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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one of those “Springie” rest makers I became most
familiar with once I made a shift over. They were
readily available, and for me, I also had better luck
with the straight arm of the “Springie” type of arrow
rest. Since I was shooting right-handed at the time,
most all of my BPE Springie rests are right-handed.
They were consistent with regard to spring opening
and length of arm, but I cut off the arm to match up
my arrow diameter to that the arm didn’t stick out
past the outer edge of the shaft (more on that in next
article). The photo below displays “Springy” rests and
a series of “Springie” off-shoots that I have in my possession. Note the differences among them with regard
to the arm and the separation of the coils. Most are
the same number of coils, but the gap between the
coils and the length of the arm differ a lot!

This next photo shows a “Springie” rest of
unknown source. It shows yet another variation of
bending down the straight arm to help with the arrow
passing by the tip of the arrow rest without catching
the edge of the bottom vane. Word has it that several
of the top shooters using the “Springie” variants did
this to the arm of the arrow rest, but I’ve not been able
to verify any of those by name, so I won’t use the
name(s) without said verification. Let it be known
that some rest maker was doing this variation.

Springy with tip of arm bent down

Collage of various Springys/Springies

The next photo shows the BPE arrow rests that I
have on hand. The one in the upper right was first put
onto my primary bow in 1986 when I switched over
to right-handed shooting. That particular BPE arrow
rest has thousands of shots on it and I also shot all of
my life-time personal best scores using that specific
“Springie.” The one right below it was my “backup”
and it did shoot well enough that if need be, I could
use it out in the field. Obviously, I never had to use it!
The one with the plastic sleeve over it brought down
several white tailed deer.

Another Source of “Springie” Rests,
but With Different Coil Diameter Options
The other source I had was Carl Lucas of Ohio, who
no longer makes Springie rests. He made his Springie
arrow rests to accommodate mostly the smaller diameter carbon shafts, with either 7⁄16˝ coils or 3⁄8˝ coils.
In addition he did make Springies to accommodate
large diameter carbon or aluminum arrows as well
(3⁄8˝ coil). He color coded his arrow rests based upon
the chart depicted below:
Note To my knowledge these “Springie” rests are
no longer available.

Carl Lucas chart of Springys

Collage of BPE Spingys/Springies
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Below are depicted “yellow” coils which were for
35 pound, 50%-60# letoff round wheel bows. They
worked fine up to about 40 pounds. Carl intentionally left his arms long so that archer could custom tune
that length or bend them as they saw fit. He obviously had no intention of putting a curve into the arm.
Archery Focus

The 7⁄16˝ coils accommodate smaller carbon arrows
really well. All of mine, are, of course left-handed.

Carl Lucas “Yellows”

The Orange coded Springie depicted works well
with carbon arrows up to about 45 pounds. The Pink
coded Springie of which I have both the 7⁄16˝ and 3⁄8˝

diameter coils worked well for my newer Merlin
Bows and bows with faster cams and 65% letoff. The
Green coded Springies have 3⁄8˝ diameter coils. One
is cut off for 30X or 25 diameter shafts. The one with
a longer arm has yet to be trimmed, but I would use
that for the 27 diameter shafts or the XXX Gold Tips.
You are asking, “If the above are no longer
available, why did you waste this space?”
The only purpose now is for the historical value and also
to show you, the reader, that somebody was making them
for small diameter arrows and for varying bow
poundages. I have not been able to locate anyone else
who is making a Springie rest of this type. I also don’t
know how Carl determined his sizing or piano wire
gauge of wire to use for each spring “weight” since his
chart went by bow poundage rather than by compression.
I also haven’t asked Pat Norris about making
them for the super small diameter arrows. You are
thinking, “Why didn’t you ask Pat about this”, aren’t
you? My answer is simple; I think that his current
“Springy” arrow rests will accommodate any arrow
you want to toss out of them and any diameter, if you
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available in Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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know how to set them up properly. Why fix something when it isn’t broken?
Conclusion
I have reviewed how the “Springy Rest” came about
as early as 1968 from the work of Bill Dahl and Pat
Norris, and how there wasn’t a huge push for product
development since they were literally fool-proof and
indestructible once set. They were sold as part of PSE
bows for several years until PSE branched off and had
someone else build them for PSE and then other people (BPE) started making them with straight arms
instead of curved arms.
I also informed you that you pronounce “Springy”
and “Springie” exactly the same way, but that there are
differences in the products that are subtle, but very
important with regard to actual appearance and
design.
Without the work of Bill Dahl and Pat Norris,
the archery world would never have had such a reliable, flexible, and fool proof arrow rest! It has a long
history, and there are still people out there using
them, but not many.
Pat Norris not only won his National
Championship at Darrington in 2016, but this was
two months after coming off a 13 year layoff, and he
accomplished this shooting his reliable “Springy”
arrow rest, and set a new Master Senior Record for his
shooting Division as well!

Pat Norris (left in the left photo, right in the righjt photo), 2016
NFAA BHFSL (Master Senior) Outdoor Champion

Springy Rests are still available
Pat Norris still makes the “Springy” arrow rests. They
are a still a very viable arrow rest. If properly protected in your bow case and not abused, they last forever.
They never lose their adjustment. Are you interested?
Here is the link to Pat Norris Archery where you
can order the “Springy” arrow rest directly from Pat.
12

I must add that they are no longer on the Lancaster
Archery web-site (listed as unavailable).
You can order a 10 pack of springs for $17.90.
Simply follow the instructions on the page if you want
to distribute your springy order to include several
weights of springys.
http://www.patnorrisarchery.com/?product=replacement-springy-springs
My experiences
Most all of my past experience has been with
“Springie” (specifically BPE) arrow rests. I shot all my
personal bests with this arrow rest on my bow, and
one of those depicted is the same BPE Springie rest I
used for years, and it looks as if it is brand new. I only
tore up one Springie rest and that was when I got it
caught on my soft padded bow case while removing
the bow from the case. Sine I am “ProActive” I
already had a spare Springie cut off and ready to go
and everything was written down and marked, so I
simply set the new one to specs, checked for impact
point at several yardages (nothing changed) and went
out to shoot. I remedied that potential problem
quickly and easily.
Unlike the launcher blade arrow rests that are still,
after 43 years the most used arrow rests by top professional archers, the Springy/Springie arrow rests seemed
to have a life-span within competitive archery of about
25 years before the fall-aways and the launcher arrow
rests picked up in popularity. You hardly see any
Springy rests mounted on bows these days, but those
that shoot them love them. They are probably, once set
up correctly as good as (or for me better than) the
launcher type arrow rests. The big draw back is that you
don’t have vertical adjustment of the arrow rest itself if
it is mounted on anything other than something like a
Golden Key Premier. The other thing is that you would
have to mount your arrow rest inside the sight window
into the regular arrow rest mounting hole or purchase
an “overdraw” unit that has a threaded hole in it for
mounting an arrow rest in order to allow you to “torque
tune” your bow. Since the Springy arrow rest can flex in
a 360° plane, moving the D-loop or nocking point
slightly would eliminate the need for moving the rest
up or down. But alas, I’m getting into “stuff ” about the
“How to Set up Your Springy (or “Springie)” arrow
rest. I have to save that for the next article!
Good Shooting,
Tom Dorigatti
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“Recover” Your Bag
Target with a
Broom Handle
by William Moltzan
Bag targets are wonderful things. They’re cheap
and arrows come out easily. I’ve never needed an arrow
puller to get an arrow out. Unfortunately the covers do
wear out after about 4000-5000 shots where you can no
longer attach your own target faces but for the edges.
Many of the companies that make these offer replacement covers that are expensive, about one third to one
half of the cost of the target itself. I’ve come up with a
fast, inexpensive way to put a new
cover on the target using materials
that were used in “target mats” of
old. Burlap. Burlap can be found at any fabric store and
on-line for very little money, anywhere from $2-$5 a
yard for 10 oz fabric. Most of it comes 60˝ wide. Buying
a few yards usually gets you two re-coverings, depending on the size of your target, with some left over. You’ll
need at least three yds and if you want to order a bunch,
make sure to measure using the method I describe
below. The 60˝ wide width probably won’t be long
enough to wrap around your target but is plenty for the

height for two wrappings. Some of the burlap is actually
only 58˝ wide so keep that in mind as well.
Shooting my bow in my basement/garage at
23 feet has allowed me to shoot many times a week
working on my form. Shooting from 23 feet does put
extra wear and tear on it. I’m strictly a target archer and
use my own targets, some I make myself and some I
buy. I don’t use the spots colored into the cover, but
attach my own paper targets to
simulate shooting at distance. My
Morrell Super Duper Field Point
Target is 27˝ x 28˝ x 12˝ thick.
Recovering the target keeps the internal material
inside but more importantly gives you something to
attach your target faces to.
The main problem with recovering the target is
how to get the burlap tight so it doesn’t sag or fall off
and allow you to attach targets. I’ve come up with a way
to do that for very little cost and you may have some of

This bag target has 5100 shots into it.

The same bag target re-covered.

Archery DIY
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the items in your house or garage already.

•
•
•
•

Items You Will Need
a tape measure
a heavy duty staple gun
longer staples (3⁄8˝)
an old 1˝ diameter broom handle or 1˝ or larger
wood dowel—12˝ longer than the height of your
target

The Procedure
First we need to measure the target so we can buy or
order the burlap.
Many manufacturers recommend stomping on the
rear side of the target after every 100-150 shots to flatten out the protrusions from the arrows, then to turn it
around and shoot that side and repeat. Stomping doesn’t mean jumping up and down on it until it is flat as a
pancake. Stomping it extends the life of the target. I do
it religiously. In this case, put some old rags in any deep
holes the target may have. Use your foot to flatten it out
or stomp on it as they say.

After the protrusions are flattened out, measure the
height, this one is 28˝ (see top of next column).
Wrap your tape measure around the target and
measure the perimeter. If you don’t have a tape measure,
you can wrap a string, piece of cord, or anything you can
14

wrap completely around it then measure that with a
ruler. This target is 72˝ around it. You need to add an
extra 12˝ to that measurement to create the fabric that
will be used to tension the burlap. For this target I needed to order three yards of burlap but from that I’ll get
two recoverings with some left over. You could order
five yards and get enough for four recoverings. The
Super Duper Field Point Target is one of the larger targets of this type, so you may need less material for yours.

Once you have your burlap, lay it out on something flat. For ours, we needed a piece 28˝ wide x 84˝
(72˝ + 12˝) long. Make marks on it as shown. I cut the
exact piece instead of just cutting the entire piece to
length. In the future you may need a longer piece. Do
a sanity check (machinist term) by wrapping the
uncut material on the target to make sure you’re getArchery Focus

Measure twice and cut once . . .

. . . and double check!

ting the correct measurements.
That extra 12˝ will wrap around the broom handle/dowel.

Here’s our final cut piece (see top of next column).
After it’s cut, fold it in half with the ends aligned.
Put your wooden broom handle/dowel under both
edges.
With the heavy duty staple gun starting at either
end of the burlap, put a staple every 5-6 inches or so
Archery Focus

through the burlap into the wood. Do this on both ends
of the burlap, so the burlap forms a band/loop.
Now take the burlap loop attached to the broom
handle and slide it over the bag target (see photo next
page).
With both hands, twist the broom handle, winding
up the burlap as tightly as you can. If you have someone
else available, you could ask them to twist the handle
while you use the staple gun but you can easily do it
yourself (I did).
Now, while the broom handle is still under tension,
push the staple gun against the target over the burlap at
where the broom handle meets the target and put staples as deep into the wound up part and handle as you
can, about 1⁄2 ˝– 3⁄4˝ apart all the way down the line.
Continued on the Next Page
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8000 shots total and 4500 shots on the new burlap
cover.

Here’s the newly covered target with my own targets attached. I move the target faces around on the target to get even wear.

Make sure to do it on the side shown. Pushing the staple gun against the target as shown keeps the handle
from unwinding.
You’re done! If you don’t want the broom handle to
stick out, cut off the excess but you won’t be able to use
it again. Make sure that, whatever your conditions are,
the excess broom handle sticking out won’t cause a
problem of someone coming in contact with it. I leave
mine full length as you never know you may need a full
length broom handle for something else in the future,
maybe even a larger bag target. If you want to cut it
down but still use it again, leave 12˝ extending so you
can wind it with two hands. Also, if for some reason it
got loose, you could wind it tight again and add staples
or remove the staples and re-staple it. After making
three of these, I’ve never needed to do that.
If you decide to re-cover the target again, pull the
staples with a plier or pry them out with a screwdriver,
unwind it from the dowel and pull the rest of the staples. You can use the dowel for another cover job.
Here’s a photo of one I did a couple years that had
3500 shots on it when I covered it and now has over
16

The only negative I’ve found with bag targets is
when you get a few thousand shots on them, at least for
me at 23 feet, you may get a spot where an arrow tends
to pass through. I have a solution for that. Once that
happens and becomes a problem, get another target,
they’re cheap enough. For me it took a year to get to
that state. Put the new one behind it and shoot up the
old one until you think you need the newer one. With
one behind the other I’ve not had one go even up to the
vanes in a weak spot with a 8000 shot bag target on the
back side.
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The Bear Necessities
A Review of Some Pint-Sized Equipment
by Sarah Toth
Disney can do amazing things, most of which
have nothing to do with reality. What they do best, it
could be argued, is tickle the imagination. Fairy dust,
catchy melodies, characters with charm and courage,
storylines set in castles . . . magic!
Most of the pint-sized fans of animated entertainment will never live in a castle, but in the movie
“Brave” that debuted several years back, Disney
inspired many kids to one dream that does have roots
in reality: archery. This sport has excitement, it has
strong challenges, and those challenges can be met
with good technique and hard work. Disney got that
part right in their portrayal of the ginger-haired taxonomist! But how do archery coaches and parents
pass on the legacy of archery, the thrills and the skills,
when the dreamer looking up at you is age seven? Or
even five? Trying to find equipment in that size can
feel like “wishing on a star.”
To get a good start in learning skills, an archery

student needs a “real” bow, not a toy. The younger the
student, the more needful to have a durable bow as
well, something that will not break easily. Which goes
hand-in-hand with another necessary feature: flexibility. A too-stiff bow will tire and discourage a child
quickly, and maybe even cause soft-tissue pain in their
arms, shoulders, and back. The setup needs to be
lightweight for the same reasons; children are unable
to hold up much mass. Even a pound may be too
Archery Focus

heavy for the youngest shooters. Finally, this miracle
product needs to be inexpensive. No “fairy godmother” wants to shell out more than a hundred dollars for
something sized to fit an elf.
Surprisingly, there is a product on the market that
meets those tall expectations. Unsurprisingly, this
bow is made by Fred Bear’s company, a manufacturer
which has long promoted passing on the legacy of
archery to the next generation. The Bear 1st Shot bow
fit the bill wonderfully for five- and seven-year-olds,
and the Bear Crusader bow worked equally well for an
eleven-year-old beginner. Both bows are sold as
“sets,” which include two Bear “Safetyglass” arrows, a
quiver, tab, and target, and the sets sell for very reasonable prices through Lancaster Archery Supply.
Additional matching arrows can be found through
Amazon. (The quiver, tab, and target provided in the
“set” are not items I would recommend an archer to
use.) The Bear 1st Shot bow is 36˝ long, with a draw
weight of 8-12 lbs, while the Crusader is 51˝ long with
a 10-20 lbs draw weight. The bows do not come with
a nocking point locator installed, but a Saunders red
nocking point fit well and was installed in less than a
minute. To complete the setup, a Bateman Camp
Sight works well, and can be taped onto the bow. (The
bow is quite slender, and I do not recommend drilling
for screws to attach the sight.) Colored electrical tape
will hold the sight securely, with the added advantage
of holding up well against tears, and allows the child
to choose their own color of the “stripes” that will
show. The electrical tape tends to stretch and become
gooey over time, so change the tape every six months
for best results. To make the Bateman Camp Sight
more user-friendly and “authentic” for the kids, an
adult can use a ruler and a Sharpie marker to draw
sight markings on the blank metal of the sight. Both
Bear bows are ambidextrous, with a rubbery plastic
grip that flares into a shelf-style rest at the top.
The remaining things needed for a young student
are a finger tab, armguard, and chest protector. The
Neet NY-300V armguard comes in several colors, is
Continued on the Next Page
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kids when they can see these
small enough for tiny forearms,
results. The arrows themselves
and durable enough for years of
have proven to be very durable,
use. Neet also makes a chest prowith no vanes lost and only one
tector, the CP-M model, that can
point coming off in two summers
be adjusted fairly small (you may
of regular use. There have been
need to add a safety pin for espeonly two drawbacks in these
cially tiny kids), and comes in
setups so far. First, the vanes
attractive color combinations.
don’t have “ideal” clearance over
Black Widow makes several finthe rest; you will notice a bit of
ger tabs that are small enough for
white rub-off from the guide
tiny hands, as well as being flexifeather over time. Not much, but
ble and durable. The calf hair tab
some. Second, the bows’ low
has two layers, and the super
draw weight means that bounceleather model has three. The
outs will be common if you have
youngest students had a consida dense target butt material, or if
erably easier time gripping the
you use cardstock-weight targets.
string through two layers. They
This can be a little frustrating for
also had better results using the
st
the kids, but also a good opportab with no ledge, as the ledge
The Bear “1 Shot” in action.
tunity to teach them the imporput too much bulk and sharp
edges near their faces. The Black Widow “extra-small” tance of marking their holes. If using standard Maple
(XS) tabs fit ages 5-7, and the size small (S) fit 9-12- Leaf paper targets poked unto hay bales, bounce outs
year-olds. The total price for the Bear bow set, will become rare.
All in all, your chances of happily-ever-after are
Saunders red nocking point locator, Bateman Camp
Sight, NEET armguard and chest protector, and Black high with the Bear 1st Shot and Bear Crusader bows,
Widow tab from Lancaster Archery, and additional
arrows through Amazon, came to under $85 for the
1st Shot and just over $100 for the Crusader.
After buying all this Lilliputian equipment, a person may wonder how it performs. The 1st Shot can
reach 10-15 yards while still using the sight, and the
Crusader can reach 15-20 yards while using the sight.
The “Safetyglass” arrows paired with this light-draw- provided you keep up with the “bare necessities” of
weight setup shoot reasonably well, such that the kids equipment inspection and maintenance.
can consistently keep their groups to paper-platesizes with a moderate level of skill and effort. The
beauty of these bow’s reliability is in the smiles of the

“No “fairy godmother” wants to
shell out more than a hundred
dollars for something sized
to fit an elf.”

The Bateman “Camp Sight”
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Black Widow tabs, this is the calf hair model, come in XS sizes.
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
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Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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An Agenda for the
Future of
Archery Coaching
by Steve Ruis
When I first entered the ranks of archery
coaches I felt something was missing . . . in truth I felt
a great deal was missing. So, I proceeded to educate
myself as best I could. I started by looking for books
on coaching archery. There were none in print. There
were plenty of books about coaching other sports but
the vast majority of those were about team sports and
much of that material just didn’t apply. So, I set myself
a goal to at least help create a literature for archery
coaches. This started with articles in Archery Focus
magazine and expanded to include books.
In my usual manner, I went around and asked all
of the coaches I knew if they would consider writing a
book about the coaching of archery and the answer I
got was “no,” which I understood as there isn’t a whole
lot of money to be made selling books to archers, let
alone to archery coaches, a small subgroup of the
archery community. So, I decided to write a book
myself (Coaching Archery, 2009) so there would be
someone getting their toes in the water, so to speak, in
the hope that it might encourage other coaches. This
approach is starting to bear fruit and the number of
books available to archery coaches about how to coach
is now approaching double digits and I am getting
more “yes’s” when I ask people to write.
And as I have been educating myself about
coaching, I am beginning to see something of an
agenda for the things still needed to be done. This is
the purpose of this article.
A To Do List to
Promote the Best in Archery Coaching
When someone sticks one’s neck out saying “I know
Archery Focus

what we need to do” it is a bit cheeky, so let me temper this by saying I only hope to get the ball rolling
with this effort. Many more people need to contribute
to this in order for the effort to succeed.
The Goal? In order for any agenda to be useful
there needs to be a clear goal in mind. In my mind,
the goal for developing archery coaching needs to be
focused on both the quantity and quality of coaching.
If an archer needs or wants a coach, I would like for
there to be a coach available and that coach be able to
help the archer become better in reasonably short
order.
To accomplish this, I see the need for the following (in no particular order):
Coach Training Programs
Continuing Education Programs
An Archery Coaching Literature
Best Methods of Coaching Practice
An Archive of Tested Corrective Procedures
A Coach Finder System
An Organization of Archery Coaches
Let me address these one at a time.
Coach Training Programs We have these! Check
one of the items off of the list. World Archery has
training programs as do many of the other organizations of prominent archery countries. In the U.S. the
National Field Archery Association (NFAA) has
joined forces with USA Archery to jointly train
coaches for their programs and the other organizations have agreed to recognize those trainings for
their own purposes. This is an improvement. I know
in Canada and the U.K. that they are undergoing
Continued on the Next Page
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extensive upgrades of these programs. And, even if
you have criticisms of the existing programs, they do
exist and they are subject to change/improvement, so
we have a great start there.
Continuing Education Programs Once a coach
gets a training course under his/her belt, the education cycle stops abruptly. There is little to no followup with a new trainee to see how their coaching
endeavors are going. This is almost shocking because
if you buy a pencil on the internet, whoever sold you
the pencil will follow up with a message offering to
sell you an eraser. My email box is cluttered with messages asking if I am happy with a purchase or whether
I have suggestions to make their service better. But
after a coach training program . . . <cricket, cricket> .
. . nada.
Coaches need encouragement, a way to ask questions, and most importantly additional training.
Getting a bunch of coaches together for a seminar is
a bit much to ask as we are
quite spread out, which
makes the Internet an ideal
mechanism to provide
additional training. We are
currently working to bring
out some training modules
to meet this need (they are
called the Archery Coaches
Continuing
Education
Seminar Series or ACCESS) but we need a great deal
more in this area to be done. One way to think of
these is as help bridging the gaps between the coaching levels (Level 2, Level 3, etc.) and as ways to
expand a coaches expertise over more styles (compound, recurve, traditional) and as a way to expand
equipment knowledge.
An Archery Coaching Literature This is just a matter of getting into print the coaching wisdom of
today’s coaches to benefit the coaches of tomorrow.
The only U.S. archery coach, until just recently, to
leave much of anything in print was Al Henderson.
All of the other great archery coaches of the past
haven’t left anything for us to benefit from. (If you
know of any such books in other languages, I would
like to know.)
I have set a personal goal to work toward the creation of such a coaching literature. There are a great
many books available about archery technique, what I
call “how to shoot books,” and more get published
every day. What I am addressing here are “how to
coach archery books” and, as I mentioned, we have

about ten or so of those and a number more in the
works. It is desirable to have a great deal more. If you
look at some of the more developed sports, like basketball, it seems as if every prominent coach has a
book or three on the market. There are dozens and
dozens of books on how to coach this or that basketball offence or defense, etc.
If the wisdom of today’s coaches is put in print,
then tomorrow’s coaches won’t need to reinvent
everything all over again and real progress can be
made. If you know of a coach who wants to write such
a book or have a coach you think highly of, let me
know (steve@archeryfocus.com) and I will approach
them about assisting them getting something to market. Please note that I am the first to admit that no
one will get rich writing for archery coaches. It is a
small market, so I pitch these projects as “pay it forward” projects, projects that will build the sport so
others can go places we could not.
Best
Methods
of
Coaching Practice There is
virtually nothing in the
archery coaching literature
about the best way to start
archers out. Every coach I
have met has an opinion on
this but there is almost
nothing in print. The only
way to discover if there are
“best” methods of doing anything is for the methods
to be published so other coaches can test them and
then chime in as to which they think work better and
which work not as well.
This applies not only to coaching beginners but
also to working with advanced to elite archers. What
are the best ways to assess the status of an advanced
archer? What kinds of questions should you ask when
interviewing potential students? What do you do with
the information you receive? How to you prioritize
correctives (First, we need to work on . . . )?
Even if we can’t tell which of a set of approaches
to, say target panic, works best, at least we will have a
list of things people are trying. Knowing even this is a
step ahead of coaches having to improvise something
as they work.
An Archive of Tested Corrective Procedures Tested
and proven corrective procedures is an element of
Ericsson’s effective practice. In order for an archer to
be practicing effectively, they need to know that if
their coach suggests a drill that will fix a problem they
are having, they need to have confidence that the

“Getting a bunch of coaches
together for a seminar is a bit
much to ask as we are quite
spread out, which makes the
Internet an ideal mechanism to
provide additional training.”
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coach knows what they are talking about. This
requires the coach to have either immense experience
about anything and everything or access to an archive
of procedures proven to work in those circumstances
created by other coaches. If the coach has confidence
in the contents of that archive, that will lend confidence to his student-archers and speed their progress.
Such procedures, once collected, also attract comments from coaches who experience variations of the
same problem. Those comments offer advice on how
to deal with those variations and at a bare minimum
let other coaches and their students know that they
are not alone in dealing with a difficulty. Knowing
that others have dealt successfully with a technique or
other malady is one level of support, knowing how
they dealt with it is even better. Over time we may
even figure out why the corrective worked and then
we will be getting high quality information about how
and why coaching works.
Of course, some agency must make this archive
available and keep it up, maintain it, so this will be a
collective effort requiring the backing of some or all
of the archery organizations.
A Coach Finder System One of the most frustrating parts of coaching archery currently is the difficul-

ty archers have in finding a coach. I am currently
remotely coaching a young man in Portugal because
he could not find anyone near him, but he could find
me (through my coaching blog). I am not charging
him because I am currently still learning how to coach
remotely so I am getting as good as I give. I also have
responded to questions from Africa and India for the
same reason: local help is either not available or not
trustworthy. I do wish there were more information
regarding doing remote coaching. (Anybody out there
want to write a book?)
There are lists of coaches available. Here in the
U.S., one is maintained by USA Archery. But, if you
are looking for a coach, all you will find is a list of
names sortable by level (1, 2, 3, etc.) and state and
there will be the town or city they live in and a contact mechanism (phone number or email address or
both). So, someone looking for a coach has to call up
or email a perfect stranger and ask questions like “Do
you give lessons in my town?” “How much do you
charge?” “Do you coach compound archers?” “How
much experience do you have?” etc. If, by way of a
comparison, you look at a Yellow Pages ad for a
mechanic for your car, they list the makes and proceContinued on the Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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dures they specialize in,
whether they take credit
cards, whether they offer
loaners while they are
working on your car, what
days of the week and hours
of the day they are available, and much more. We
need a system more like the
Yellow Pages and less like a
list of coaches available by
state and town. I realize there is quite a bit of work
maintaining such a list, so I suspect there will be a
charge associated with it, but because of the Internet,
it doesn’t have to be much. And such listings can
include a photo, background information on the
coach, what styles they commonly coach, what trainings they have had, what level archers they tend to
work with, where and when they are available, etc.
An Organization of Archery Coaches Dedicated to
Sharing Information and More The perfect organization to offer some of the services mentioned above
would be an independent professional organization
of, and for, archery coaches. Being independent of any
other archery organization is important because then
there is no “party line” to follow, that is the organiza-

tion’s policies are open just
to the organization’s members who might be associated with a great many
archery organizations but
beholden to none of them.
We are in the process of
creating such an organization, The Archery Coaches
Guild. Currently to join is
free but as tasks for that
organization grow, some services may need to be
charged for (such as being listed in the “Coaching
Yellow Pages”).

“So, someone looking for a
coach has to call up or email a
perfect stranger and ask questions like ‘Do you give lessons in
my town?’ ‘How much do you
charge?’ ‘Do you coach compound archers?’”

So, What Did I Leave Out?
Write me regarding this agenda to create a better
future for coaches and archers if you think of something I left out (steve@archeryfocus.com). If you have
something to contribute to the furtherance of this
agenda, let me know and I will help you get it published. If you write an article for AFm, you will get a
check from us and will become instantly famous . . . at
least with me.

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Leaving My
Training Wheels
Behind
A Beginner’s Journey to Falling in Love with a Recurve Bow
by June Moore
My love of archery started with an off comment
to the gentleman installing my gas heater. While we
were chatting about flexible gas lines and steel chimney liners, I mentioned that my son and I had been
wanting to try archery but didn’t know where to start.
He told me that he and his brother run a winter
archery league not too far from where I live, but they
had already started for the season. Summer came and
I forgot about the archery league until the following
year when he tracked me
down and asked if I was still
interested. My son and I
drove the half hour to the
gun club where they hold
their indoor league. After
an hour and a half I was
completely hooked. They
let me use one of their compound bows (which I eventually bought), which
turned out to be a child’s hunting bow. That was okay
with me, and I was soon buying archery accessories: a
release, bow case, nicer arrows, quiver, all the stuff. I
also learned a whole new vocabulary. Pretty soon, I
was learning about back tension, nocking points, and
field points. I was in a new world. I had tried trap
shooting with my son, and I stunk at it, but I wasn’t
bad at target shooting with a rifle. I found that
archery, similar to rifle shooting, allowed me to relax,
think about my shot and breathe. I was also getting a

lot of support from the other league members. The
coaches were very encouraging and welcoming and
the teens were keen on seeing me improve. I couldn’t
have asked for a better introduction to archery.
I am very fortunate to have a great archery shop
with an indoor range located close to my house. It is
a great place to go and meet other archers and get
advice, and the staff there are great. I had been practicing weekly when one evening I spotted woman
shooting a very fancy bow. I
couldn’t even tell what was
going on with her bow; it
had a long rod at the end,
she’s got some leather thing
in her hand, and she’s
shooting these thin arrows.
I’m of course, intrigued,
and luckily she was super
friendly and willing to answer my fan-girl questions.
It turns out, she’s shooting something called an
Olympic Recurve bow. I had already started thinking
I wanted to try shooting a different kind of bow, and
maybe this was the direction I was looking for. I tried
a recurve bow once or twice before but the draw
weight was always too heavy for me. The shop
stocked but a few recurves, and they aren’t displayed
prominently. The shop definitely caters to a hunter
demographic. I also admit I was shy about asking to

“I wasn’t bad at target shooting
with a rifle. I found that archery,
similar to rifle shooting, allowed
me to relax, think about my shot
and breathe.”
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try them out and so, stuck with my compound. I completed the eight weeks of winter league and improved
quite a bit. I even entered a competition and did okay.
I was proud of where I was with my shooting, but for
some reason, learning to shoot a recurve bow stayed in
the back of my mind.
As the winter turned to spring, I continued
shooting indoors, and then did a couple of 3-D
shoots. I also decided that I wasn’t interested in hunting with my bow. I loved
being outdoors, and target
shooting suited me just
fine. One blustery weekend
I did some indoor shooting
with a local SCA group. If
you don’t know what this
stands for (because I certainly didn’t) it’s the Society
for Creative Anachronism.
These folks were getting
ready for Renaissance festivals and were shooting wooden arrows. Everyone was
shooting a recurve. I got to try out a longbow, a
Mongolian horse bow, and a very simple fiberglass
recurve bow. I had gone from the Compound Zone
into a world entirely different. This event also happened to be a first date. That romance didn’t take off
but my desire to shoot a recurve did.
I started watching YouTube videos about recurve
archery and then started looking seriously into which
bow I would purchase. There were so many things to
think about and consider;
what draw weight did I
want? Did I want to use a
glove or finger tab? How
much was I willing to
spend? Which brand is
best? Take down, or one
piece? I should mention
here that I’m a researcher,
and gathering information
is something I enjoy
immensely. After consulting with everyone I could
think of, and almost buying a bow on eBay, I walked
into my local archery shop ready to buy my first
recurve bow. I had decided on a Samick Polaris, but
the shop didn’t have any in the draw weight I wanted.
So, I got a 66˝ Greatree Mohegan instead. Let the fun
times begin!
I got feathered arrows, a new arm guard and a

nice finger tab and I was ready to go. Except . . . I got
a couple of nasty string slaps my first few times using
the bow. Nobody told me that recurve bows could
bite! But I was so eager to learn that I forged ahead,
watching more YouTube videos and asking more
questions. I was advised to try shooting with the
arrow right up to my eye. I wear glasses so that didn’t
work. Besides, that seemed like a bad idea. My compound friends from winter league used bare fingers to
shoot when they did shoot
recurve. No help there.
Then my serving unraveled.
This was a lot more complicated than I thought it
would be! The targets at the
indoor range are set at 20
yards, and they have a butt
that they wheel out for kids
and beginners like me who
need shorter distances.
Whereas with a compound
I was able to consistently hit the target at 20 yards
within a few weeks, I was struggling with the recurve
at 10 yards and getting slapped for my trouble.
At first, I started shooting bare bow. Then I tried
putting a piece of masking tape with a pencil mark on
the riser so I had a reference point to help me aim. My
Olympic recurve friend mentioned that I could try a
matchstick as a sight to see if I liked it. After one trip
in the car I lost my matchstick so I stuck with the
tape. I also added a plunger button and replaced the
white plastic rest that came
with the bow. I learned
about my “sight picture”
and my “shot cycle.”
During the day I thought
about anchors, opening my
stance, and the archer’s
paradox. While at work, I
would practice my stance
while waiting for my lunch
to heat up. Really, I was
hooked.
The guys who run the
winter league also do a summer league. The summer
league was mostly kids, but I didn’t mind. There were
even a few kids shooting recurve. This year’s summer
league happened to be during the 2016 Summer
Olympics. To be honest, I didn’t watch much of any
of the events, but some of the folks at the league did.
One of the archery coaches, who shoots compound

“Everyone was shooting a
recurve. I got to try out a longbow, a Mongolian horse bow,
and a very simple fiberglass
recurve bow. I had gone from
the Compound Zone into a world
entirely different.”

“I started looking seriously into
which bow I would purchase.
There were so many things to
think about and consider; what
draw weight did I want? Did I
want to use a glove or finger
tab? How much was I willing to
spend?”
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was watching me shoot and says “Hey, the archers in
the Olympics draw all the way back so the string goes
across their lips. How come you’re not doing that?” I
had tried to get to a low anchor before, but found that
I just didn’t have the strength to do it effectively. My
usual anchor was with the
string right across my nose
and it was working for me.
But this stray comment got
into my head. I had thought
the same thing; maybe I
should be doing it differently. All of the recurve
archers I had seen were
doing that, so maybe he’s
right. Because that would
be more . . . advanced, right?
I found that I actually could
achieve a low anchor at that point, and I started
shooting that way. But then suddenly, the string slap
came back, and it came back with a vengeance. I was
slapping my arm with almost every shot. One evening
at practice I was almost in tears. I usually practice
alone, so there was no one to cry to.
I switched to a bow with a lower draw weight,
and things got better, but not a ton better. I finally

decided to reach out for help and got good advice,
which included advice to pull on the bow string as
opposed to pushing the bow (the lower draw weight
helped with this), and advice to go back to my higher
anchor point. I have incorporated both of these suggestions as I continue to
learn and grow as an archer.
I haven’t completely
abandoned my compound
bow, though. I would like to
eventually upgrade to a
compound bow that is better suited to my size and
interest in target shooting.
For now, I plan to continue
practicing recurve archery,
and maybe, just maybe I
will be shooting it for winter league this year. When the league starts up in
January, I will have been shooting for a year. That’s
such a relatively short time, and yet, I feel that I’ve
learned a lot, and found a brand new community to be
part of. I’m looking forward to many more years of
shooting.

“As the winter turned to spring, I
continued shooting indoors, and
then did a couple of 3-D shoots.
I also decided that I wasn’t
interested in hunting with my
bow. I loved being outdoors, and
target shooting suited me just
fine.”

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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The Mental Game:
Goals
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Before you introduce your team to the Tools
of Mental Training you need to spend some time on
Goals. One thing that everyone should be in agreement on is that “your Goals are only Dreams until you
establish a written plan to accomplish them.”
Getting an Initial Commitment
As a coach you are concerned about more than just
the competitive success of your archers and that is
why I like to start off each year with a group meeting
providing a gentle nudge to get them started right.
This gentle nudge includes, among other things, the
completion of a Confidential Planning Form that
includes the opportunity to share their goals with me
along with a section where they can briefly communicate their accomplishments for the previous year and
their accomplishment-based goals for the next year
(see p. 33). In addition, they are required to make three
statements concerning their commitment to the team.
1. The Dream – Where they want to be with their
shooting in the future.
2. The Reality – Where they are right now with their
shooting.
3. The Offer – What they are willing to do to
accomplish that goal.
Yes, I realize this is not a very sophisticated
method of establishing goals. However, this is how
you get a preliminary commitment from 30-40
archers in 15 minutes, and everybody can agree that “a
bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.” This at
least gets them pointed in the right direction from
Day One.
You’ve Got to Believe
What you want to do next is to review the forms that
28

were returned to you and identify the ones that initially seem to be most motivated and set up meetings
with them. The more sophisticated establishment of
goals with your archers is done face to face with each
individual archer and I prefer starting with the ones
who have shown the most commitment and motivation on the confidential planning form.
Take a look at the Dream section of their forms.
This is where they have the opportunity to share their
Ultimate Goal in Archery. For an Ultimate Goal or
Dream the sky is the limit. There should be no limitations imposed by you. If anything you should stoke
the fire. For maybe the first time in their life I want
them to reach out for what they really want, not just
what they think may be within their reach. They need
to understand that this is their Goal and you believe
that with enough hard work and dedication they can
accomplish anything.
Once you have helped them establish their
Ultimate Goal the work begins to set Long Term
Goals and Short Term Goals to light the path to the
top of the podium.

The Goal Pyramid
Ultimate
Goal
Long Term
Goals
Short Term Goals

Setting Our Goals
One of your kids decides that his/her goal is to win an
Olympic Gold Medal. This to me can logically be
listed as his Ultimate Goal.
You then ask him/her, “So what do you have to do
to win the Olympic Gold Medal?
1 – Make the Olympic Team
We’ll make this our first Long Term Goal. Is there
another logical goal that we should meet on our way
to our Ultimate Goal? Yes, how about …
2 – Earn a spot on the US Archery Team
We’ll make this our second Long Term Goal.
Now we need to ask them “What do we need to
do to accomplish these long term goals?” Advise them
that we have chosen Outcome Based Goals for our
Ultimate and Long Range Goals and while we can we
can work diligently toward their accomplishment on
a daily basis they are in fact somewhat out of our control and we need to focus our Short Term Goals on
actions that are within our control.
While I impose no rules on setting the Ultimate
Goal … and the Long Term Goals simply have to be
the final stepping stones leading to the Ultimate Goal
… we put more structure into the Short Term Goals
by introducing them to the concept of SMART
Goals.
Establishing Smart Goals
When you sit down with each archer you start out by
helping guide them through the process of setting one
SMART Goal. The first question they will probably
have is “What is a SMART Goal?” Simply stated a
SMART Goal is:
S Specific
M Measurable
A Attainable
R Relevant
T Time Bound
I believe that the above terms are relatively selfexplanatory but if your archers are new to the concept
of goals I will describe each briefly. Please note if you
need additional guidance after reading the following
there seems to no limit to the number of articles, web
pages and books that are available discussing the
intricate details of defining and setting SMART
Goals.
Specific The goal needs to identify what is to be
accomplished in a manner that is clearly understood
and offers details where necessary to eliminate the
need for interpretation.
For example: If the archer’s goal is to “Shoot a
Archery Focus

580” I may suggest that the goal should be written to
“Shoot a 580 in the Double FITA 1 in tournament by
March 31, 2017.” If the archer shoots both compound
and recurve you would also want to specify the discipline.
Measurable We need to write the goal in a manner that the reader will know not only when it is
accomplished. But how much progress has been made
towards the goal.
For example: Our goal above to “Shoot a 580 in
the Double FITA 1 in tournament by March 31,
2017” is easily measurable and allows and interim
evaluation of progress from the archer’s current high
of 560 toward the goal.
Attainable Our goals, while they should challenge
the owner, need to be based in reality.
For example: If our goal above to “Shoot a 580 in
the Double FITA 1 in tournament by March 31,
2017” is written by a Bare bow Archer whose current
high is 520 I would consider the goal unattainable.
The archer should consider changing the target score
or his shooting discipline but I don’t think changing
the target date would make it much more attainable.
Relevant The goal should be written so that
accomplishing it will bring us closer to our Ultimate
Goal.
For example: While our goal above to “Shoot a
580 in the Double FITA 1 in tournament by March
31, 2017” will not automatically earn you a spot on
the US Archery Team or the Olympic Team I believe
that it is relevant in that it is working toward establishing in the archer’s own mind his elite status in the
sport legitimizing his Long Range Goals.
Time Bound Whatever your goal is you should
establish some time table for accomplishing it or a
date when it needs to be completed or accomplished.
For example: Our goal above to “Shoot a 580 in
the Double FITA 1 in tournament by March 31,
2017” clearly establishes the date the goal is to be
accomplished and includes the added bonus that the
date range includes all of the seasons major indoor
tournaments including the National Indoor
Championship for the year in question.
Set as many Short Term Goals as necessary to
help your archers clearly mark the path to their success.
Now That We Know Where We’re Going …
How Do We Get There?
Go ahead and take a look at that Confidential
Continued on the Next Page
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Planning Form I included. Remember me mentioning “The Dream”, “The Reality” and “The Offer”?
After we use “The Dream” to help establish our
archers Ultimate and Long Term Goals we turn our
attention to “The Reality” and “The Offer” as we consider the items to include in their Action Plan.
Each Short Term Goal your archers develop
should be accompanied by an Action Plan that is
appropriate to the goal. The Action Plan should
include the consideration of the items listed in “The
Offer”.
1.Cardio Training
2.Weight Training
3.Mental Training
4.Form Training
5.Understanding Equipment
6.Learn Tuning
7.Increase Arrow Count
8.Practice in Windy Conditions
9.Practice in Rain/Sleet/Snow
10. Other
When developing an Action Plan don’t hesitate
to break it down. One item on the Action Plan related to form could be as simple as:
1. “I will execute proper Followthrough on 100% of
my shots” or
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2. “I will execute 95% of my shots within 3 seconds.”
Getting your team to expand their dreams in
archery into written goals is not Rocket Science but it
is important. Don’t let any self-imposed rules intended to formalize the process prevent you from getting
the job done. Sophisticated is nice for the paperwork
and should always be a consideration but more
important is getting the goals in writing and putting
an effective plan in motion to help them reach the
goals that will make them and your entire team successful.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look forward to seeing you on the shooting field.
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JMU Archery Team
Confidential
Name _________________________________________ Date _____________________
Overall Academic & Life Goals
Archery Goal _________________________________________________________________________
(What is your ultimate goal in archery?)
Career Goal __________________________________________________________________________
(What do you plan to be doing
for a living in 20 years?)
Degree Goal _________________________________________________________________________
(What is your major? And do you plan to
pursue an advanced degree?)
Personal Goal ________________________________________________________________________
(Optional – Share whatever
personal goal you wish to work on)
Collegiate Goals
Competition

Join Club

Make
Team

All-East

AllAmerican

2.0 GPA

2.5 GPA

3.0 GPA

3.25 GPA Dean’s List

Top 3

Nat’l
Champ

World
Champ

President’s
List

Other

2016
Accomplishments
2017 Goals
Academic
2016
Accomplishments
2017 Goals
The Dream
Restate your ultimate goal in Archery from above.
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
The Reality
Describe briefly where you think you are right now
with your shooting.
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
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The Offer
What are you willing to do to make your dream
become a reality. (Circle)
1) Cardio Training
2) Weight Training
3) Mental Training
4) Form Training
5) Understand Equipment
6) Learn Tuning
Increase Arrow Count
8) Practice in Windy Conditions
9) Practice in Rain/Sleet/Snow
10) Other __________________________________
_______________________________________
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Getting to 550:
Getting Started
by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis
Series Background We started this series with a comment that “there used to be some discussion in FITA
(now World Archery) circles about the stages a serious competitive archer went through. There were
even awards to be earned by reaching FITA Round
thresholds of 1000 points, 1100 points, 1200 points,
and finally 1300 points. These awards were for both
Recurve and Compound styles.”
But the FITA International Round has fallen out
of favor and is no longer shot enough to provide an
almost universal framework of scores for discussion
about how an archer makes it up the ladder to elite
status. So we decided to use the “72-arrow, six-ends
shot at a 122 cm target face placed at 70 meters”
Ranking Round in its stead. Here are the “levels” of
scoring performance we are addressing.
Corresponding
FITA Round Mark
Ranking Round Mark
1000
500
1100
550
1200
600
1300
650
We also found some equivalent scoring numbers
for other popular rounds and if you are interested in
those, please go back and read that first article in the
series (How to Elevate the Status of Serious Competing
Archers in AFm 20-1).
Clarifying the Goal In the first five articles in this
series we addressed these scoring goals and getting to
the first level, a score of 500 in the Ranking Round.
The next stage is getting to 550, which is roughly
equivalent to a score of 1100 in the FITA Round. A
score of 500 in the Ranking Round is also roughly
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equivalent to holding the 2-ring on that target at that
distance. To many of you that does not sound so
hard. Getting to a score of 550, though, is roughly
equivalent to holding the 4-ring. That also doesn’t
seem like much, who likes scores of 4 and 5? But
there were many, many archers who broke 1000 on
the FITA Round and never broke 1100. So, this is a
substantial jump. We are talking here about getting
from the point of just breaking 500 to just breaking
550. If you smashed through the 500 level and landed at 538, you don’t have much farther to go to get to
550, so you need to take these levels with a bit of a
grain of salt.
Getting to 550 is a significant more difficult task
and our goal is to show you the path to get to it.
Simon is more of a recurve expert, although he can
handle a compound I have heard, and Steve is more
of a compound guy, although most of his students are
recurve archers, so there is overlap, but each of us will
try to make sure both of those groups are served.
And we are talking about serious archers here, we
are not talking about casual or recreational archers. If
you don’t know which your student is, try asking
them to do a really boring archery drill. If their mind
wanders and they wish they were doing something
else that was more fun, they are probably a recreational archer. If they are eating up that drill, focused
on what they are doing and looking forward to
improving steadily, they are probably a competitive
archer. We are addressing these articles to those who
are serious competitive archers through those of you
who coach serious competitive archers. We mean no
disrespect to recreational archers, we love them, but
Archery Focus

this series of articles is directed
to other folk. (Doesn’t mean
archers, recreational or competitive, can’t lurk and find out what
those other blokes are going
through, though.)

top dogs in their area for the
umpty-umpth time, then they
start to think “Maybe there’s
something to that mental
mumbo-jumbo after all.”
This is changing, slowly, but
it is changing and a number of
compound archers are embracing
the mental side of archery earlier,
but too often this is performance
oriented, that is directed to getting a better score . . . on . . . this
. . . arrow. At this stage there is a
mental approach that will pay more dividends and it
is the mental skills revolved around planning, goal
setting, and record keeping. This true for both compound and recurve archers.
So, how are we to get our charges to even consider this as a mental skill? I often ask a new archery
student, “How did you do at the state championships?,” and they often reply from memory. I follow up with “How about last year (or the year
before)?” If they then reach into their bag for a log
book, I know I have hooked a good one. If they tilt

550

How to Proceed
When we addressed Getting to
500, we did it in this order:
Motivation/Mental Approach,
then Equipment, then Training,
and finally Tuning. It seems
orderly to keep going in the same vein, so we will
attempt to do just that.
Steve
Steve Begins . . .

Getting to 550—Motivation/Mental Approach
In compound circles the metal side of archery is
something that often gets left to last, after archers
have tried all of the physical approaches, different
bows and arrows and release aids, and practice
schemes. After they get your brains beaten out by the

Continued on the Next Page

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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their head back and say “Let me think. . . . “ I know
there is work to do.
Let’s talk about this.
Keeping Records There are all kinds of things
that are needed to be kept in writing and not in
memory because memory is malleable and archers,
like other human beings, forget too easily, plus there
are way too many details to remember in the first
place.
The things archers
need to keep “in mind” are
numerous and they need to
have ways to “re mind”
themselves as to what they
are. And, of course, when shooting they need to clear
their minds of anything not associated with making
shots, so are even more prone to forgetting. So, if a
commitment hasn’t been made yet to keeping written
records, now is that time. I am not saying this
because coaches who generally older, more knowledgeable people always say things like that to
younger people, I am saying it because this is the
fastest way to making progress.
Here are some ways to get started (no, they don’t
have to do them all now, but it helps if they commit
to using written records of the things we are going to
address here).
Goals They should write down any goals they
have. Having a written record really helps because it
is easy to forget what one’s goals are. (Sure you want
to go to the Olympics, but that won’t get you out of
bed in the morning; what do you want to accomplish
today, tomorrow, next week, this month?)
Recognize that goals are of two types: outcome
goals which are things like scores or medals and
process
goals
which
address the way you do
things. Of the two, process
goals are more important
because an outcome goal
doesn’t really give you anything to do. It is like a target face being put up.
Process goals address things like what you do with a
bow and arrow to get the bow to propel the arrow
through the air and into the target face. They provide
things to do that can help archers meet their outcome
goals. They are how outcome goals (ends) are turned
into plans (means).
Practice Plans These can be something as simple
as a short list of things you will do at your next trip
to the range or can include cardiovascular exercise

plans, strength building plans, nutrition plans, competition plans, equipment plans, travel plans, and
more. Don’t let these scare you off, they won’t need
these until they do. But if you have no idea what
these are, then you have some work to do to expand
your capabilities as a coach.
Mental Plan This is best done as a separate plan
and should include all of the things your archer wants
to learn and when they will
be introduced them into
their practices. Yes, you
have to practice doing
them, why should they be
any different from the
physical requirements of shooting? And note that I
deliberately said “your archer wants to learn” and not
“what you want your archer to learn.” If you can’t
convince your student-archer something is worthwhile, you have exactly zero “buy-in” in learning that
and that is a guarantee that they will fail to learn it. I
am constantly on the lookout for examples of archers
who demonstrate the value of their mental programs
as examples to use in trying to convince other students of the merit of such plans.
Scores Logs Keeping track of their practice and
competition scores for all of the various rounds they
shoot and even making graphs of those scores is
about the only way you/they can figure out whether
you are “trending up,” that is getting better, or “trending down,” or not trending at all. They may need help
in designing a record keeping system and how to create graphs. If you do, check out Tom Dorigatti’s current series on goals and record keeping elsewhere in
This Magazine.
Equipment Logs Have you ever started working
on a bow and then after a
while realize that you really
didn’t need to change your
bow, that the problem was
elsewhere . . . and you
couldn’t remember what
you moved and by how much? “Did I take that half a
turn I put on the top limb back off; darn, I can’t
remember!” You need to be in the habit of requiring
all such changes to be documented so that if something breaks, or worse, such as your student’s bow is
lost or stolen, that you can recreate their setup fairly
easily. So, when they are working on their bow, they
need to keep a written diary of the changes made,
e.g.:
1. put 1/2 turn on top limb

“Getting to a score of 550 is
roughly equivalent to
holding the 4-ring.”

“If you seriously want to take
this path then discipline is
required.”
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2. took off 1/2 turn back off top limb
3. put one half turn on bottom limb
4. moved nocking point locator up 1/16th of an
inch, . . .
If they need to recreate a previous state of your
bow, they will be able to “put it back” . . . if . . . they
have a record of all that they did.
None of this has be done in a fancy way. I am
fond of using wire-bound school notebooks that have
sections marked off. To write in them, well, a pencil
or a pen works. Others prefer to type their notes into
a smart phone or digital personal assistant. The
means are not import, just the ends.
How I Get Students Started
One of the first questions I ask “serious” archers is
“Do you keep a notebook?” If they say no, I give them
one, a small spiral-bound notebook, that will fit in
their quiver. (I call this the “no excuses notebook”
because they have no excuses if they don’t have it
with them.)
As we work, we identify and agree on things they
need to work on. I ask them to flip over a couple of
pages and start “The List” by writing down these
things. They are only allowed to keep three things on
the first page of the list, if there are more than three
things they need to work on, #4, #5, #6 etc. go on the
next page. I then secure a promise from the archer
that before they shoot an arrow at any session, practice or competition, that they will read the list of
things they are working on. In this manner The List
is a reminder of the Things They are Trying to Do
Differently.
I also give them drills or tasks they can do to
work on those things, so after they warm up in practice, I ask them to work for 5-10 minutes (to start
with) on each of the three
things on their List. There
is a trap that is avoided by
committing to this process.
Too often in their last practice session they made
progress on one of those things, maybe having a
stronger bow arm. If they then come back to practice
and “just warm up first” their old shot, having been
practiced much more, will exert its influence and they
will shoot “the old way” all through warm-ups.
Telling your subconscious mind that it is okay to
shoot the new way, then the old way, then the new
way, then . . . is not a path to success. When they
commit to a new way, they must stop shooting the

old way. Using The List to remind themselves how
you are shooting now, the new way(s), prevents them
from falling into this trap. Making a habit of it
reduces the amount of effort needed to do this to a
minimum.
When one of the things on The List is mastered,
then some item (say #4) is promoted to become the
new #3 and the old is crossed off the list (a simple
line trough will suffice as they will want to be able to
read the list later). Once that page is filled up, well,
that’s what the few pages they skipped are for, a new
“The List #1-#3” is started. The list of crossed off
items is not thrown away as it is a reminder of how
much progress has been made.
A Caveat Don’t expect perfection in the execution of these new form elements/mental skills/whatevers. Allow the feeling of progress by encouraging
your students to move on after they have made significant progress on a list item. Progress is made in
increments not in big leaps.
Concluding Comments (Steve)
If your archer seriously wants to take this path then
discipline is required. This is not only in their shooting, to become consistent, but in their habits. They
need to commit to significant practice but also to the
mental skill of record keeping that will allow them to
stay on the path and determine whether or not they
are making progress at a rate they find acceptable.
Simon Continues . . .
Motivation
You will have archers who will want to succeed so
much that they will tend to overdo it, and then your
job will be to ensure that they pace their physical
activity according to their
strength, so at times you are
going to have to regulate
them to be shooting less,
otherwise injury may ensue.
The other archers will be
the ones that you will have to motivate to get them
to shoot and there is only so must you can do with
archers who lack motivation. Some just need to find
in themselves what actually motivates them, and part
of your job will be to bring that out, but in the end it
is they who will have to want it enough to put the
necessary time in.
To progress in archery is all about achieving con-

“To progress in archery is all
about achieving
consistent repetition.”
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sistent repetition. To
achieve this, archers need
to be heading towards
shooting around a 1000
quality arrows a week. The
key word is quality, so it
will take planning to ensure
that the increases in quantity and training time to
head towards this number,
are progressive in nature to
build the archer’s capacity
without injury. Assuming it
takes approximately one
hour to shoot 50 arrows,
you will be looking at 20 hours of shooting a week
when getting to the top level. This is where the selfmotivated archer may need pacing, so they do not
overdo it. When you are trying to learn something
new, it takes approximately a 1000 times of you doing
it, so if one of your archers shoots 1000 arrows a
week, and another takes a month, shooting 200
arrows a week, the 1000 arrow per week archer will
progress four times as fast! Well that is the theory in
any case, but in practice it is still a good number to
go for. The main aspect to the “1000 arrow week,” is

strength, if your archer can
shoot the last arrow as
strongly as they shoot the
first, they will be able to
maintain the style they
have throughout any competition. Practicing more
than their peer competitors, will also add to their
mental edge. If they want
to win, this may well help
in motivation them to practice.
Many times I have
talked to archers about
working up to this quantity of arrows, they go back
to their clubs planning to do it, but then they are told
by someone else, “That’s a lot, I think you will do
okay with 500 arrows a week,” the easier option is
usually the one they pick. When writing The
Competitive Archer I sent out questionnaires to
many of the top archers in the world. I was fortunate
to get many replies, one of the questions was ‘How
many arrows do you shoot a week?’ and guess what,
on the whole it was around 1000 arrows. So if that is
what the top archers do. . . .

“When writing The Competitive
Archer I sent out questionnaires
to many of the top archers in the
world. I was fortunate to get
many replies, one of the questions was ‘How many arrows do
you shoot a week?’ and guess
what, on the whole it was
around 1000 arrows. So if that
is what the top archers do. . . .”

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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Recording
Personally I prefer archers
to use a paper diary. The
A5 type that has a week
over two pages. This type of
diary can be kept with the
archer’s equipment all the
time. It is far easier to
thumb through by both the archer and coach to
check on progress, scores, equipment changes, practice times, etc. and by having a potential place every
day to write something, it can be very rewarding
when you fill a whole week with archery notes, and
blank days tell a story. In using a note book I feel you
do not get a feeling of the daily activities, as two
missed days do not show as a blank. Actually writing
down what you have done with a pen, helps to ensure
that you remember better what you are trying to
achieve. As Lanny Bassham says: “The more you
write about, talk about, hear about, and think about
something the more likely it is that that thing will
happen.”
The content of the entries is important, and
should account for:
• Both time practiced in hours and the quantity of

arrows shot
• Venue
• Conditions including
weather wind direction
• Competition scores and
percent of good shots
• Sleep time
• All changes to equipment, including change of string, tab face,
nocking point adjust-ment, etc.
• Practice scores
• At the end of session what you will need the
archer to work on next session.
I would also advocate, that the main points –
hours, arrows shot, competition scores – are transferred to an MS Excel spreadsheet, with all competition scores highlighted. This would include columns
with headings of – Date, Venue, Arrows Shot,
Duration, Scores, Sleep Time, Remarks.
Competition scores should be highlighted in red, this
will enable you and the archer to be able to track
their score levels easily. If the archer is away from
base for a while, they can easily email you updates on
their training, and you can catch up on the written

“I prefer archers to use a paper
diary . . . it can be very rewarding when you fill a whole week
with archery notes, and blank
days tell a story.”

Continued on the Next Page

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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diary when you see them
Venue In listing the
again.
venues along with scores,
For your archers who
whether in training or
really want to succeed,
competition, you will be
the recording of everyable to track any differthing will help them on
ences in how an archer
their way.
scores at one venue over
Practice Time /
another. You may find
Arrows Shot In recording
that in some venues the
both practice time and
score level is noticeably
arrows shot you will have
different. Compare the
a clear view of what
venues and see if you can
quantity of arrows shot
understand what the difthat the archer is actually
ference is. One of the
achieving. It will, of A paper diary has the advantage of having all dates showing, even venues I competed at my
when there is little to no practice.
course, depend on the
scores were always slighttasks set and the distance they are shooting in that ly lower. It had sodium lighting, and I found that
the longer the distance, the longer time spent walk- wearing an eye shade/peak countered this. Quite a lot
ing. If their club is busy an archer may not be able to of the time it is the lighting conditions that make the
shoot more than 60 arrows in two hours. Looking at difference, some can be countered with a different
the results of time and quantity, you can adjust the string material so as to be able to see your string pictraining pattern to make best use of the archer’s time, ture. Sometimes it is changes in lighting throughout
if the club is busy and slow to collect shot arrows, you the competition, as with venues with partial natural
can have your archer shoot 10 arrow ends to maxi- light that change during the day. Some outdoor
mize actual arrows shot. A good way of counting venues are just better shooting grounds with better
arrows is using a click tally (see photo of counter).
protection from the weather or are clear from wind-

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
Are you . . . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder
Are you . . . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you
aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you . . . ?
Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .
Why You Such at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Such at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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put off or missing out that end,
breaks providing clear air. This
should be discouraged because
will help in choosing venues for
in competition you do not have
targeting to peak at.
that option. A couple of times in
Conditions Recording wind
both indoor and outdoor interstrength, direction, cloud cover,
national events, in the qualifier, I
sun strength, and precipitation
did not hit the target, and still
give you data leading to insight
qualified. Probably best not to
into the archer’s performance
miss the target, but practicing
under various conditions and
when things are not going well
possibly into the archer’s setup.
and overcoming them is part of
For a right-handed archer
the practice regime.
shooting around a 520 average,
End of Session Notes At the
if the wind is from left to right
end of session, the archer should
and the scores are around the
put down what was worked on,
average but with the wind from
and what should be worked on
right to left the scores are lower
An ordinary mechanical tally counter is a great and
it could possible be a setup issue, inexpensive way to keep track of an archer’s shot at the next session. These notes
counts during any session.
are then to be read at the start of
for example the arrow being too
close to centre shot. If it seems it is a performance the next session. The notes should be hand written,
issue, it can be incorporated into the archer’s training and take the form of positive affirmations; e.g. “I
have been working today on keeping my bow hand
regime.
Competition Records Record not only the scores relaxed, and in my next session I will be working with
but how the archer felt they performed. Work on an my coach on maintaining my posture after releasing
“Out of 100” basis, essentially the percent of good the string.”
To improve archers need to take time to make
arrows shot. This should be used in training and
competition. Work with the archer to improve the these notes in their diary, and it is up to you to actually look at the notes and read through them thorpercent of arrows shot well for the competition.
Sleep Time Lack of sleep can have a big influence oughly. Having read them, you can ensure that the
on performance, recording it to the nearest half hour archer is putting down the information in an
can be very helpful as it may provide clues to poor enabling manner. They will appreciate the time you
take to read it, and the constructive comments you
performances.
All Equipment Changes This really speaks for give them on its content, in helping them to improve.
itself, any and all changes to equipment need to be This gives true worth to what they are doing.
With whatever you are working on with your
recorded. This enables you to reset the equipment
back to a point when failures occur. This will help archers, invariably you are working towards improvedetermine whether a glitch in performance is due to ment. Working on those things that will improve
the archer and not the equipment. Archers tend to that archer’s consistency, some will improve faster
fiddle with their equipment, as long as each and than others but if the archers know what they are tryevery “fiddle” is recorded, you will be able to track the ing to work towards they will continue to improve.
changes. People just do not remember all the adjust- Moving towards a “1000 arrow week” that is currentments they have made, nor do we want such things ly at 150 to 200 a week, this should be achieved over
months to a year. It is a gradual build up, ensuring
clogging a competing archer’s mind.
Practice Scores Practice scores should be shot in that the archer is not injured by moving too quickly,
the same format as competition scores. And all arrows and it will also allow for the archer to gradually find
count. When the archer is tasked with shooting a the time needed for this increase in practice load.
practice score, impress on him/her that this is being
shot in the same format as a round, e.g. two ends of
practice, then three arrow ends, times, etc.. Every
arrow shot, counts towards the score. And the round
once started, should, in most circumstances, be finished. Giving up because it is not going so well, or was
Archery Focus
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No w Ava ila ble!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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Archery Rocks!
Finding the Best Music to Ready Yourself
by Markus Wagner
Music and Archery
In my last article (in AFm 20-5) I introduced this
topic, how music might help you to find and get into
the right rhythm for your shot, to bring all of your
shots into a specific time-frame, thus always shooting
them more the same way.
In this article I want to show you how different
kinds of music influence your mind. It is no secret that
we like some kinds of music and there are others we do
not like. Some people like classic music, some like jazz,
soul, R ’n’ B, hip hop, rock, pop, etc. Each of us preferences or our “own music.” What we also know is that
different styles of music create in us different moods.
For example, classic music can calm us down, make us
relax and R&B, Rock, or Pop can bring us into a party
mood. These are the feelings we get.
Some archers use this phenomenon to calm down
before they go into a competition. They will listen to
their favourite music to relax and calm down. There is
even special kind of music to relax or meditate (it is
basically mostly slower tempo music). But who knows
what’s going on in our minds when we listen to
music? How could we know? Well, you can make this
effect visible in that your brain waves are measureable
and you can track them when you are affected by different music styles! This I would like to show you
today. To make it visible I used the new neurofeedback app HitTheGold from Core Interface which was
invented especially for archers. (A review of this software and hardware will follow in another issue of
AFm. If you are really curious, you can find more
information here: http://www.hitthegold.com/.)
This tool creates real-time displays of our brain
activity (known as EEG) and this can be used to help
you to find the right type of music to get the best possible state of being relaxed or even focused. Before I
show you the results I should explain a little bit about
brain waves.
Archery Focus

Brain Waves
There are more than the four brain-waves shown
below, but to show you the basics I use the explanations out of the user manual of HitTheGold.

Graphic 1 out of the app HitTheGold

Alpha Waves (Quiet Waves) “Alpha waves have
been most widely found during the relaxed mental
state, while the subject is resting with closed eyes, but
is not tired or asleep. That’s why we named them
quiet waves.”

Graphic 2 out of the app HitTheGold

Beta Waves (Act Waves) “Beta waves show a frequency range of brain activity between 12.5 and 30
Hertz (12.5 to 30Hz, transitions or cycles per secContinued on the Next Page
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ond). Beta waves are split into low beta waves and
high beta waves. Beta states are associated with normal awake consciousness, but also anxious thinking.
Bursts of beta activity are associated with a strengthening of sensory feedback in static motor control and
are rewarded during the positioning phase of the shot
cycle.”

Graphic 5 out of the app HitTheGold

Brain Waves and Music
Here are some examples of these types of brain waves
when a subject is exposed to various types of music.
(these graphics are from the HTG website):
Graphic 3 out of the app HitTheGold

Techno Music

Theta Waves (Distraction Waves) “In human
EEG studies, the term theta refers to frequency components in the 4-7Hz range, regardless of their
source. Growth in theta frequency is connected with
failure to maintain stable arousal and poor results.
Bursts of beta activity are associated with a strengthening of sensory feedback in static motor control and
are rewarded during the positioning phase of the shot
cycle.”
Graphic 6 out of the app HitTheGold

Slow/emotional music

Graphic 4 out of the app HitTheGold

Gamma Waves (Decision Waves) “Gamma frequency band are frequencies between 25 and 100Hz,
but around 40Hz is typical. According to a popular
theory, gamma waves may be implicated in creating
the unity of conscious perception. However, there is
no agreement on the theory. Neuroscience research
showed synchronous 40Hz oscillations may be
causally implicated in visual awareness as well as in
visual binding.”
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Graphic 7 out of the app HitTheGold

(con’t next page)
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Favourite (Slow) Song
(while reading the lyrics and singing)

You now see a little bit of how different kinds of
music can influence your brain waves. How much
music can calm you down and make yourself relaxed
or how much it can distract you. Which kind of music
you will use depends on your own personal taste and
needs. Many archers do not feel well prepared for a
competition when they are too calm or relaxed. Some
need to feel more powerful, excited, yes, even aggressive. With a tool like HitTheGold you can find out
which kind of music suits you the most. Choose the
music which will bring you into the right status to
compete.

Graphic 8 out of the app HitTheGold

In subsequent articles I will show you how the
HitTheGold software-hardware combination can be
used more specifically on your archery shot.

Alpha-Training-Music

Cheers from Germany,
Your Markus Wagner

Graphic 9 out of the app HitTheGold

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while just
trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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New in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Four Early Recreational
Bows Described
by Hugh D.H. Soar
True recreational archery began in the midseventeenth century. With the war bow now off the
military agenda, those men who had enjoyed shooting
it turned to archery for pleasure. In this they were
greatly encouraged by king Charles II, recently
returned from Continental exile where he had
enjoyed the sport as a relaxation and whose enthusiasm was catching, more especially amongst those men
of rank and note who wished to catch his eye.
Parading before the king and entertaining him with
their skill proved a boost to personal advance, with
the more fortunate permitted to kiss the king’s hand;
a royal prerogative not lightly given.
Sadly, Charles passed on in 1685; his successor,
dour king James II, whilst acknowledging the sport,
took little interest in it, and enthusiasm amongst the
elite rapidly diminished. A few archery societies survived into the 18th century however; prominent
among them were the English Society of Finsbury
Archers and the Honourable Artillery Company of
London, and in Scotland the Royal Company of
Archers, and the Ancient Society of Kilwinning
Archers.
Whilst just one possible 17th century recreational
bow survives, my own collection contains a number of
survivors from the 18th century and the earliest of
four of these is a hinged bow I will now describe. In
its present state it is believed to date to the 1720/30’s,
its brass ornamentation is said to be of the period, a
strong wrought iron hinge is fitted to the lower limb
and it is a fine example of a hinged sporting “carriage”
bow (see photos at right). It is likely that it was originally a self yew weapon, later modified.
There is no indication of who made it, there are
one or two small holes which might suggest a bow
maker’s mark, but nothing more. It is of yew and
measures 721⁄2˝ between nocks (which are not original), and has a cross section 13⁄8˝ wide by 11⁄8˝ deep.
It’s story is unknown, but I speculative it may have
had a 17th century origin. When found it had a coarse
Archery Focus

hessian handle cover partially rotted away. It rests now
in a bespoke wooden case (again, see photos below).
The second to be described is Scottish and dates
from about 1770. It is by Thomas Grant, a veteran
bow maker of Edinburgh and it has had an interesting life; together with four of its kin it spent over a
hundred years hanging on the wall of Blair Atholl
castle, residence of the Earl of Atholl. All were taken
down in the mid-twentieth century and eventually
sold for a few pounds to a collector.
The Royal Company of which the Earl was a
member had their own bow maker or bowyer, but
Continued on the Next Page
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Grant’s work was superior and members of the
Company regularly patronised him. Born in 1701 and
apprenticed in 1716, it is a measure of his skill and the
quality of his work that he was still in business at the
age of 92, when he was entertained to dinner by the
Royal Company.
But, enough of the maker, what of the bow?
Made of stained, self lancewood, it is 71˝ between
string grooves and has a flattish but true longbow section. (For my American friends, this is a “D-shaped”
cross section.) Both upper and lower stringing horns
are side-nocked and each has a “purging hole,” created to help settle the horn on the limb tip by letting air
trapped by the glue out as the horn was fitted. No
arrow pass is fitted, but there is a belly-wedge, a feature designed to allow an “overdraw” without damaging the back. Sadly, at some point in its later life it had
been strung and drawn with the inevitable results, the
ancient wood, now dried out, has cracked and the
lower limb is seriously damaged.
Returning now to England and to 18th century
English bows, the third to be described was made by
Thomas Waring (known as the “Elder” to distinguish
him from his son, the “Younger,” also a bow maker).

The damage to this lovely Grant bow should be ample warning to
those who wish to draw historic bows . . . don’t.

This is the Grant bow’s handle showing the belly wedge.

Waring had been Private Secretary to Sir Ashton
Lever, founder in 1781 of the Toxophilite Society, but

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the
tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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had in his youth been instructed in bow making by a
long-standing firm of Manchester bow-makers, the
Kelsalls. He had learned well, and his work was
sought both by the Toxophilite Society and others
which sprang up later.
The bow I describe dates from around 1785-90; it
has a rose-wood belly, a wood of which Waring was
particularly fond, coupled with a hickory back. It
measures 72˝ between string grooves, and has a drawweight of 60 lbs. Of a typical “D” section with flat back
it is wide and deep. A velour handle cover finishes it.
The heavy draw-weight reflects the longer distances then shot; these included the formidable
Eleven Score Target introduced in 1652 with a flourish by the 17th century Society of Finsbury Archers. It
is interesting, incidentally, to compare the work of the
elder Waring with that of his son some fifteen years
later when men’s distances had been reduced; his draw
weights seldom exceed 48 lbs.
The fourth weapon is an interesting example of
the revival of bowyery. The maker, William
Ainsworth of Walton, Preston near Manchester was
considered by many archers to be their favourite
bowyer; he supplied bows at £1.15s and arrows at 1s
6d each. It is said that he would replace a bow if it
broke within its first year – subject to “fair usage.” His
bows are marked AINSWORTH: WALTON: PRESTON.
Ainsworth was an innovator;
although working largely in yew,
the example I describe is an extravagance of multiple laminations. A
hickory back and a yew belly
enclose central laminations of fustic
and rosewood, the rosewood fading
out towards each end. Section
dimensions are, width, 1 inch,
depth, 7⁄8 inch. Although a man’s
weapon with a 51 lb draw-weight,
at 68 inches in length it is significantly shorter than its 72 inch contemporaries.. Ainsworth also
departs from the normal in another
way; although conventionally arrow
passes were included only on yew
bows, he has included a rectangular
example in mother-of-pearl (see
photo above right).
Stringing horns are of white

cow horn, with evidence for unobtrusive purging
holes (see photo below). The handle covering is at present braid, but would originally have been of velour.

Now, although this brief article is about eighteenth century bows, it might interest the reader to
know that a few—a very few—contemporary recreational arrows are around. Two of these come from
Scotland, date to about 1775 and have connection
with the Royal Company of Archers, although there
is circumstantial evidence for continental origin from
Ghent, already the source of bowstrings.
Each arrow is 27 inches long and parallel in profile with 4 inch long, close cut triangular fletches.
String grooves are protected by slim slivers of horn
and the piles are turned brass – unusual for the period and supporting a suggestion of foreign origin.
Finally, although it has been small I hope this collection of period bows and arrows has given some idea
of 18th century bow making practices.

Waring the Elder’s bow (left) and Waring the Younger’s bow (right).
The differences are mostly in the form of draw weight.
Archery Focus
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Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Do You Think
Hypnosis Will Help?
(I Do)
by Colin Remmer
All competitive sports people are looking for
an edge, one thing that will put them above their
competition and enable them to outperform their
competitors, to concentrate more, improve their focus
and cut out distractions, calm their mind & to relax
between bouts of activity.
What do many sports greats say that has greatly
contributed to their success in their fields of endeavour? People like Tiger Woods, Jack Nicklaus, Jimmy
Connors, Mary Lou Retton, Ken Norton?
Hypnosis.
Most people think of hypnosis as a way of getting
people to act like ballerinas or Elvis Presley, but that’s
the “entertainment” side of
hypnosis. There’s a whole
other side of the discipline
that is serious and has
helped so many people to
excel in their sports.
Hypnosis has been
around for thousands of
years. It was used in the
ancient Egyptian temples, it
has been used by surgeons
when they have had no
access to or limited access to
anaesthetic to remove pain
and perform operations. It
has helped countless thousands of people to change
their habits (over eating, stop smoking, biting nails,
etc), change their mindsets, etc. But hypnosis can also
be used to improve areas of your life as well. It can be
used to improve your concentration and focus like

Jack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods have found. It can be
used to calm the mind which enables you to devote all
your concentration to what you are doing and perform better.
Hypnosis is simply the name given to a common
everyday mental state that we all go into many times
every single day of our lives. It is the state of mind
that we all go into when we are driving and we don’t
recall seeing a particular exit on the freeway though
we know that we passed it or when we are deeply
engrossed in anything. In this state, we are still aware
of what’s going off around us, but we kind of get into
“the flow” or we’ll say that we are “on automatic
pilot.” We don’t really think
about what we are doing
but we do it well and safely
anyway.
So many sportspeople
go to where they practice or
compete and find it difficult to put down or let go of
things that have happened
during the day: problems at
home, people cutting you
up on the roads, disputes at
work. Haven’t we all had
days like this? We don’t
know how to clear our
minds so we can perform at
our best and the more we
try to make ourselves calm and clear our minds, the
harder it seems to become to do that.
When we are calm and relaxed, first, the world

“A competent hypnotist will be
able to help you remain calm
when you compete, to relax fully
between rounds of arrows, to
improve your concentration and
focus, to cut out distractions and
put down the “baggage” you
brought from home or work
and/or to stabilise or improve
your form, even if they don’t
practice archery themselves.”
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seems a better place, but
also we can perform much
better and on a more consistent basis. So what we
need is a way of being able
to clear our minds when we
arrive at the places we compete or practice so that we
“get out of our own way” so
our bodies and minds can
do what they do best.
Haven’t you had times
when you performed fantastically well? Times when
you just seemed to “flow” and were “in the groove,”
when you were exactly in “the right frame of mind”
and you surprised yourself as to how well you shot,
sending arrow after arrow into the gold, your groupings much tighter? You were able to concentrate so
much more fully and easily. You were able to block out
distractions and past errors. Plus, you relaxed and
enjoyed the time between rounds during a competition. How would you like to be able to do that much
more often?
Tiger Woods began using hypnosis regularly from
the age of 13 to help to block out distractions,
improve his focus, and calm his mind, which helped
him devote all his concentration to the game and consequently to perform better. The Chicago Bulls have
used hypnosis to settle themselves and gain an edge
over their opponents. Many people have learned the
value that hypnosis offers and they continue to
improve because of it.

tener to begin to feel calm
and to relax their mind and
body. As they are relaxing,
the hypnotist will begin to
speak to them using the
very statements and words
they have used to describe
what they want from that
session.
Hypnosis is not simply
affirmations, nor is it simply
“positive
visualisation,”
though both of these can be used in a session. The
magic comes not from the words that are used by the
hypnotist, but the way the words are put together, by
the mental pictures they create in the listeners’ minds
and the feelings and emotions that they associate to
those pictures.
A competent hypnotist will be able to help you
remain calm when you compete, to relax fully between
rounds of arrows, to improve your concentration and
focus, to cut out distractions and put down the “baggage” you brought from home or work and/or to stabilise or improve your form, even if they don’t practice
archery themselves. So long as you know how to shoot
a bow, that’s all they need because they‘ll be giving
suggestions for you to improve your form, not telling
you how it should be done
A lot of people are concerned that they will reveal
deep secrets when “under” or that maybe they cannot
be hypnotised or that they’ll lose control, etc. There
are a lot of myths and misconceptions about hypnosis
floating around and there are people who want to
keep those same myths and misconceptions alive, but
most of what is “out there” is garbage. I have been
using hypnosis as a professional hypnotherapist since
2002, so believe me when I say that no one can take
control of your mind and every one can be hypnotised
so they can be helped, with the right approach.
Now, just to clarify, there are good hypnotists and
there are not so good hypnotists. Realize that it’s the
therapist who makes the art, not the art that makes
the therapist. You may have to visit a number of hypnotists before you find the right one for you. The one
who listens to you and the one who you feel sure
understands what you say and is capable of helping
you with what you want. Also, remember that hypnosis is a process requiring mutual trust. If you go to a
hypnotist and they say something like, “I’d like you to
go inside your mind and find some part of you that
feels calm . . . now focus all of your attention on that

“Tiger Woods began using hypnosis regularly from the age of
13 to help to block out distractions, improve his focus, and
calm his mind, which helped
him devote all his concentration
to the game and consequently to
perform better.”

Doing It
In a typical Hypnosis session, the hypnotist will talk
to the person beforehand and ask exactly what they
are wanting from that session, then use that information to structure what they say to address that particular client’s needs. They will explain what hypnosis is
and what to expect during the session. They’ll give
you a chance to ask any questions or queries (no matter how silly or insignificant you are concerned that
they may seem) that you may have over the process or
about hypnosis in general, taking their time to make
sure that you feel at ease. After this part, called the
“Pre Talk,” you’ll have all the information you need to
be able to make an informed decision about whether
to continue with the session there and then or allowing you to go away and think it over a bit. If you
decide to go ahead with the session, they’ll more than
likely begin to offer suggestions that will help the lis50
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feeling and notice how it begins to change . . . filling
you with more comfortable calmness and relaxing
your mind and body little by little . . . so that. . . .” and
you refuse to cooperate with them, by refusing to follow their instructions or saying, “No. I’m not in the
mood to relax tonight,” well, don’t expect much of an
effect.
Remember that it’s not the place of the hypnotist
to make you change or improve something, but if you
want to change a limiting habit and improve your
technique, they can help you do that. You have to be
willing to cooperate with them, to trust that they
know what they are doing and that they are capable of
doing what they say and what you have requested.
Also, be specific with your requests when you ask
them to help
Some hypnotists specialize in sports hypnosis
while others are more like general practitioners, so do
your research before you go see someone. Sit down
and talk to them. Ask them questions so you get a feel
for them as a person. Don’t just judge someone by
how many letters they do or don’t have behind their
name. Qualifications alone don’t mean diddly squat –
it’s what they can do that counts. Trust your gut
instincts about a person, they won’t often steer you

wrong.
Some therapists use hypnosis as a conjunct to
their main therapy, but I would recommend that you
talk to a hypnotist who specialises in using hypnosis
to help their clients. After all, who would you feel the
most comfortable seeing, a general practitioner, someone who does “some hypnosis” or a specialist? Who
would you feel can help you more? And help you the
quickest and the most effectively?
Both Olympic athletes and famous sportspeople
have found their “edge” I mentioned earlier by using
hypnosis and their names have gone down in sporting
history. Do you think that hypnosis would help you
concentrate more, improve your focus, calm your
mind, stabilize your technique, help you to ignore distractions and to clear your mind so you can improve?
I do.
If you have any questions or queries from any points
that have been raised by this article, please feel free to
contact me at Colin@eyeswideopentraining.com or
through www.eyeswideopentraining.com.

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The
Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

Available Now! Volume 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

A ll Titles A v ailable on Amazo n.co m
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